The dynamics of light beams in the nonlinear optical media with periodically modulated in the longtidunal direction parity-time distribution of the complex refractive index is investigated. The possibility of dynamical stabilization of PT-symmetric solitons is demonstrated.
Introduction
Investigation of nonlinear optical wave phenomena in media with the paritytime symmetry properties of the complex spatially modulated refraction index attracts a great attention last time [1, 2] . Mainly it is related with the important properties of the systems with non-Hermitian hamiltonian with PT-symmetry. In nonlinear optical media described by the PT-symmetric extended nonlinear Schrödinger equation it leads to the existence of families of optical solitons [4, 5] . Now a great interest has been attracted to management of solitary waves in media with parity-time invariant properties. In particular the periodically 15 modulated optical systems with balanced gain and loss has been studied in [6] , where in the high frequency limit an effective PT-symmetric system has been obtained from initially non -PT symmetric optical system. Note the periodic variation in the longitudinal direction (LD) involving the real part of the refractive index was considered there. Another possibility is to consider periodic 20 variations in the longitudinal direction, involving also the imaginary part of the refractive index, i.e. the imaginary part of the potential V I in the corresponding Schrödinger equation. These possibilities are investigated in the nonlinear directional coupler with periodically modulated gain/loss along LD [7, 8] BEC with spatially distributed gain//loss parameters, described by the GrossPitevskii equation with PT symmetric potential [10] . It is of interest to study the imaginary Kapitza problem for the case of nonlinear optical media. We will consider dynamics of solitons in media with the Kerr nonlinearity with rapidly managed PT-symmetric potential. In particular we will study the possibility of 
The model: Averaged NLS equation
Let us consider propagation of a light in the nonlinear media with modulated in the space complex refraction index. In the parabolic approximation the 45 electric field propagation is described by the wave equation [11] :
Introducing dimensionless variables
where
is the diffraction length, w 0 is the beam initial width , we obtain the following wave equation:
Analogous equation also describes dynamics of BEC with attractive interaction in the complex trap potential, namely, the time dependent GP equation
where m is the atom mass, g = 4πh 2 a s /m and a s is the atomic scattering length.
a s > 0 corresponds to the BEC with repulsive interaction between atoms and a s < 0 to the attractive interaction. We restrict ourselves by considering a cigar-shaped condensate that allows us to deal with a quasi 1D mathematical model (2) . The complex trap potential in BEC has been realized recently in
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[12].
We will consider next model of time modulated potential.
The another possible model is with modulation in time of the imaginary part of the potential
can also be described by considering in this work method. We come to the following governing equation
where V P T (x) is a PT-symmetric potential in X, t-space, α(t) describes the time 60 modulations of the potential. V P T (x) = f (x) is a complex function with even real and odd imaginary parts, α(t) = α 0 + γ(t). The modulation of potential is supposed to be periodic in time
Temporal modulation is chosen as
We suppose the modulation frequency Ω to be large (Ω ≫ 1). Thus in our 65 problem a value ǫ = α 1 /Ω emerges which is a characteristic of the potential strength modulation and the frequency of rapid oscillations.
Small strength of the trap perturbation ǫ = O(0)
The field u(x, t) can be represented in the form of sum of slowly and rapidly varying parts U (x, t) and ξ(x, t)
For obtaining equation for the averaged field u(x, t) we will present the rapidly varying part of the field as a Fourier series expansion [13, 14]:
where A, B, C and D are slowly varying in time small functions of variables x and t of the order O(1). By substituting equations (7) and (8) into (4) we obtain the next set of equations for the slowly varying field U and coefficients of the 75 expansion of the rapidly varying component
The parameter Ω is supposed to be ≫ 1. Then we can introduce a small parameter ǫ = 1/Ω. Considering Eq. (10) and neglecting all small terms of the order of O(ǫ 2 ) we come to
So we have solution for unknown B
Thus structure of equations (10 -13) allows to suppose that
The rest of parameters A and C are
Let's consider Eq. (9). Holding only terms of order ǫ 2 the equation becomes
Substituting expressions for A, B, C from (14), (15) 
Hereafter we redesignate ǫ = α 1 /Ω. Then introducing new field V (x, t)
into Eq. (17) we have finally the following equation
The averaged equation is a modified NLS equation with an effective slowly varying linear and nonlinear potentials
Strong management
Let us consider for simplicity the case of pure imaginary potential (V R = 0).
To investigate the dynamics of beam in the case of strong management it is useful to perform transformation of the field
where Γ(t) is the antiderivative for γ(t)
Here we assume that field U (x, t) is slowly varying on the period of oscillations 90 of complex potential. We will check the consistency of this assumption s by the multiscale perturbation theory below. Substituting this expression into Eq. (9) we obtain the equation for U (x, t):
Let us consider the case of periodic modulations γ(t) = γ 0 cos(ωt). and the management is strong i.e. γ 0 , ω ≫ 1, γ 0 /ω = O(1). Averaging this equation over period of modulations we have averaged equation
Here we take < Γ >= 0, < Γ 2 >= γ From this averaged equation we can now conclude that dynamics is described now by conservative modified NLS equation with the effective linear potential
and the effective nonlinear potential induced by spatially varying Kerr nonlin-
Considering the case of weak management when 2γ 0 /Ω ≪ 1 and expanding in Eq. (23) coefficients in power series we obtain the averaged equation Eq. (19) for the weak management case.
Numerical results
In numerical simulations we use the following PT potential which was used 100 in the works [15]
Soliton solution to the standard Gross-Pitaevskii equation
with potential (24) has the form [4] 
where the solution parameters λ = 1, µ = W 0 /3 and u 0 = 2 − V 0 + µ 2 1/2 .
As known from the work First we studied travelling of solitons through imaginary PT-potential Eq. (24) (supposing V 0 to be zero). We considered the NLS soliton having the form Non-averaged and averaged amplitudes of full equation (4) Note that curves for Ω = 70 and Ω = 120 coincide.
Conclusion
In conclusion we investigate the dynamics of optical solitons in the media with rapidly varying PT-symmetric distribution of the complex refractive index. [12] R. Stützle, M. C. Göbel, Th. Hrner, E. Kierig, I. Mourachko, M. K. 
